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DETAILS & FEATURES
That’s right, we’re back by popular demand with the SOR Micro Series!
Following up on the first collection of highly acclaimed top loops, Oliver
Schmitt aka Sounds of Revolution is back with a premium collection of even
more, undiscovered and pristine loops to make your new tune move the
masses!
Again, this collection is loaded with 115 of the tightest, grooviest and most
detailed top loops.
As with all SOR releases, every element was programmed from scratch and
expertly tweaked for maximum sonic integrity. It’s a collection that will
kickstart your creativity, with its mastery of rhythmic space inviting you to ‘fill
the gaps’ with your own drum elements and rhythms.
Suitable for all kinds of electronic music genres (and even more for the
creative tinkerers around the world), processed with the latest’n’greatest
music gear, in conjunction with a highly skilled pro-audio engineer. Let these
loops guide your tune, or simply fill “empty space”, use it pure or completely
destroy it with your favorite fx plugins - there is no limit.
As a bonus you get 15 SOR Bonus Kick Free Loops taken from the previous
released soundset Massive Tech House 1.
PLEASE NOTE: ‘SOR Hats & Tops Vol.2’ demo contains a few Bass- &
Synthloops not included in this pack that are for demonstration purposes
only.
Features:
- 130 MB Content
- 100 detailed Hats+Tops Loops (124 bpm)
- 015 detailed Bonus Loops (127 bpm)
Formats:
24-bit WAV Stereo
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ABOUT THE LABEL

In search of the latest and greatest sounds of tomorrow, Oliver Schmitt aka
Sounds of Revolution (SOR) works hard every day to make the slogan
„Quality made in Germany“ shine.
With more than 2 decades of professional sound design experience and
nowadays mostly known for his high-end sample series, it’s probably safe to
say that enumerous musicians worldwide already got the special SOR touch
on their harddrives, ready to be infused into the latest dancefloor smashers.
But don’t you get it wrong: VST plugin cooperations, synthesizer patches
and some intriguing upcoming projects are just as much worth a try!
Besides this shameless self-advertising, Sounds Of Revolution mastermind
Oliver doesn’t fear critical public feedback: be it press articles, interviews,
reviews by the „heavyweights of music business“ or discussion platforms on
the web – SOR has come a long and hard-earned way to meet your every
need as a producer of electronic music, regardless of the sub-genre
preferred, and keeps on working hard to become even better.
www.sounds-of-revolution.com
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LICENSE AGREEMENT / COPYRIGHT

The contents of this download are licensed, not sold to you by ResonanceSound. Ownership remains with Resonance-Sound.
Copying, duplication, lending, re-selling or trading of this product or the content in whole or as part are strictly prohibited. Only the original purchaser of
this product has the right to embody and reproduce the enclosed content
within their music compositions. The non-exclusive license is granted for a
single user only on a worldwide basis for the full copyright protection period
and is not transferable. You are not allowed to electronically transfer the content or place them in a time/file-sharing or public computer network.
All rights of the producer and the owner of the work are reserved. Unauthorised duplication of this download is a violation of applicable laws.
Resonance-Sound is not responsible for any direct or indirect consequential
loss arising from the use of this product in whatever form.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
ABOUT RESONANCE SOUND
The new label and distributor RESONANCE SOUND is managed by the award-winning german sound design companies
SOUNDS OF REVOLUTION (SOR) and CFA-SOUND.
Oliver Schmitt (SOR) and Martin Breuhahn (CFA) came together to combine their knowledge for creating the most
up-to-date sample packs, soundsets and virtual instruments. Besides that starting from now also their own labels will be
distributed by RESONANCE SOUND.
Already for years it’s been their passion to explore all kinds of electronic dance music. If you feel just the same and need
sonic quality without any compromises - this is the place to keep on your radar!
RESONANCE SOUND UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Hauptstrasse 25
96190 Untermerzbach - Germany
E-Mail: info[at]resonance-sound.com
Internet: www.resonance-sound.com
Managing Director: Oliver Schmitt
VAT : DE815296195
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